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SUBJECT: "CHANGED": KEVIN MCCARTHY; SCOTT ANTHONY STEEDFORD;
MICHAEL WILLIAM BRESCIA, AKA FUGITIVE: PETER KEVIN LANGAN;
RICHARD LEE GUTHRIE (DECEASED); MARK THOMAS; ARYAN NATIONS CHURCH
OF JESUS CHRIST CHRISTIAN - EAST COAST COMMAND; AKA ARYAN
REVOLUTIONARY ARMY, ARYAN REPUBLICAN ARMY; DOMESTIC
SECURITY/ TERRORISM (DS/T); OO: PHILADELPHIA.

LANGAN, ARE CURRENTLY IN CUSTODY. b6-2
IS CURRENTLY A FUGITIVE. INVESTIGATION HAS DETERMINED b7c-2
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THAT HAD RESIDED IN ELOHIM CITY, OKLAHOMA FOR MANY YEARS AND HIS WIFE'S FATHER IN LAW WAS SAID TO HAVE BEEN A FORMER HEAD OF SECURITY AT ELOHIM CITY.

INFORMATION HAS BEEN DEVELOPED THAT AND WERE AT THE HOME OF ELOHIM CITY, OKLAHOMA ON 4/5/95 WHEN OKBOMB SUBJECT, TIMOTHY McVEIGH, PLACED A TELEPHONE CALL TO RESIDENCE. ON 4/16/95, A TELEPHONE CALL WAS PLACED FROM RESIDENCE TO RESIDENCE IN PHILADELPHIA DIVISION. BOMBROB SUBJECTS AND LEFT RESIDENCE ON 4/16/95 ENROUTE TO PITTSBURGH, KANSAS WHERE THEY JOINED LANGAN AND GUTHRIE. DID NOT ACCOMPANY AND BUT RATHER RETURNED DIRECTLY TO THE PHILADELPHIA DIVISION.

GUTHRIE'S INTERVIEW BY THE FBI PROVIDED SIGNIFICANT INSIGHT OF THE ACTIVITIES OF THE ARA. MUCH OF THE INFORMATION PROVIDED BY GUTHRIE HAS BEEN CORROBORATED BY AS AN EXAMPLE. AND GUTHRIE BOTH ADMITTED TO PAYING MONEY DERIVED FROM BANK ROBBERIES AND IDENTIFIED AS AN ACCOMPlice IN CERTAIN BANK ROBBERIES.

ON 6/6/96, CONSENTED TO WEARING A BODY RECORDER AND TRANSMITTER WHILE MEETING WITH WHO VisITED AT
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FAIRTON, NEW JERSEY. AT THE
OUTSET OF THEIR MEETING, THAT HE HAD
CONSULTED AN ATTORNEY AND WAS ADVISED NOT TO DISCUSS THE CRIMINAL
CASE. GUIDANCE AS TO HOW HE SHOULD RESPOND TO ANY QUESTION REGARDING BANK ROBBERY MONEY GIVEN TO TOLD THE
AUTHORITIES THAT HE RECEIVED BANK ROBBERY MONEY, WOULD FACE LIFE IN PRISON.

THE VIOLENT ACTS PERPETRATED BY THE ARA, AS WELL AS THE Rhetoric, Comply With The Four Required Circumstances, Described In The Attorney General's Guidelines For The Initiation Of A Investigation. These Four Circumstances Are As Follows:

1) The Magnitude Of The Threatened Harm - I.E., Political Assassination, Genocide, Bombings, Bank And Armored Car Robberies;

2) The Likelihood That It Will Occur - I.E., Violent Acts Advocated By Members Of The ARA Have Occurred On A Consistent Basis Over The Past Decade. This Pattern, Coupled With The Comments And Views Of The Group's Leadership, Tend To Assure A Continuance Of These Types Of Actions To Attain Their Political

4) THE DANGER TO PRIVACY AND FREE EXPRESSION - I.E., MEMBERS OF THE ARA HAVE PREPARED A VIDEO ENCOURAGING OTHER WHITE SUPREMACISTS TO JOIN CELLS FOR THE COMMISSION OF ASSASSINATIONS AND OTHER CRIMINAL ACTS AND HAVE COMMITTED VIOLENT ACTS IN FURTHERANCE OF THEIR DESIRE TO VIOLENTLY OVERTHROW THE U.S. GOVERNMENT. BASED ON THEIR CRIMINAL PATTERNS OF ACTIVITY, IT IS INHERENT UPON THE FBI TO CONTINUE ITS INVESTIGATION INTO THEIR ACTIVITIES, FUNDING AND ASSOCIATIONS.

PHILADELPHIA DIVISION SHOULD SUBMIT A LHM TO RE-INITIATE A FULL DS/T INVESTIGATION OF CAPTIONED SUBJECTS, IN PARTICULAR, MACUNGIE, PENNSYLVANIA. THE LHM SHOULD BE SUBMITTED TO FBHQ, ATTN: DTG (NS-7A), ROOM 11741. INFORMATION AS PREVIOUSLY SET FORTH INDICATES THAT WAS ACTIVELY INVOLVED WITH OTHER CRIMINAL SUBJECTS IN THE RECRUITMENT OF NEW ARA MEMBERS AND
RECEIVED PROCEEDS FROM ARA BANK ROBBERIES TO FURTHER HIS WHITE SUPREMACIST CAUSE. THE DOMESTIC TERRORISM ANALYSIS UNIT (NS-7D) WILL BE PROVIDING FURTHER INFORMATION AND ANALYSIS IN SUPPORT OF THIS INVESTIGATION, UPON PROPER AUTHORIZATION.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS: ARA MEMBERS ADVOCATE THE VIOLENT OVERTHROW OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT; ARE KNOWN TO BE WELL ARMED; USE EXPLOSIVES; AND IN THE PAST HAVE FIRED WEAPONS AT AGENTS IN AN EFFORT TO AVOID CAPTURE.
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